Joyner MJ. Giant sucking sound: can physiology fill the intellectual void left by the reductionists?. J Appl Physiol 111: 335-342, 2011. First published June 2, 2011 doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00565.2011.-Molecular reductionism has so far failed to deliver the broad-based therapeutic insights that were initially hoped for. This form of reductionism is now being replaced by so-called "systems biology." This is a nebulously defined approach and/or discipline, with some versions of it relying excessively on hypothesis-neutral approaches and only minimally informed by key physiological concepts such as homeostasis and regulation. In this context, physiology is uniquely positioned to continue to provide impressive levels of both biological and therapeutic insight by using hypothesis-driven "classical" approaches and concepts to help frame what might be described as the "pieces of the puzzle" that emerge from molecular reductionism. The strength of physiology as a "bridge" between reductionism and epidemiology, along with its unparalleled ability to generate therapeutic insights and opportunities justifies increased attention and emphasis on our discipline into the future. Arguments relevant to this set of assertions are advanced and this paper, which was based on the 2011 Adolph Lecture, represents an effort to fill the intellectual void left by reductionism and improve scientific progress.
homeostasis; regulation; integrative THIS PAPER REFLECTS IDEAS that were presented as part of the 2011 Adolph Lecture at the Experimental Biology meeting that was held in Washington, DC. The goal of the talk was to share a physiologist's perspective on what reductionism in general and the "omic" revolution in particular has or has not done for biomedical research and associated therapeutic insights or advances. The main ideas highlighted in the lecture were the following.
1) Reductionism via various flavors of molecular biology and "omics" has so far failed to deliver its self-promoted revolution in clinical medicine.
2) Systems biology has a cell-centric focus that is marked by a limited understanding of and application to biology beyond the cell.
3) The failure of systems biology to recognize and use key concepts from physiology about homeostasis, regulation, redundancy, feedback control, and acclimation/adaptation are major limitations to this poorly defined approach.
4) While all the attention has been focused on reductionism and more recently systems biology, physiology continues to provide important biomedical insights that lead to therapeutic advances.
As the title demonstrates, my goal in the Adolph Lecture and in this paper was and is to be intentionally provocative and hopefully generate a dialogue with the reductionists. In this context, and because I am "taking sides", I have adopted what might be called a conversational approach to this paper.
BIOLOGICAL ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
A key idea or theme that seems to underpin the impetus for reductionism and various flavors of "omics" as applied to biomedical problems might be described as biological orthopedic surgery: "the gene is broken ¡ fix the broken gene ¡ cure the patient." This thinking clearly seems to explain the enthusiasm about gene therapy that emerged after the discovery of the genetic defect responsible for the most common form of cystic fibrosis and more recently ideas about a limited number of common gene variants explaining the risk for common conditions like atherosclerosis and diabetes (10 -12, 43, 51) . The line of thinking described above flows from what Denis Noble has critically termed "Neo-Darwinian" thinking about the relationship between genes and phenotype (45, 46) . It is exemplified by two quotes, the first from 1989 and second from Francis Collins (the current director of NIH), one of the people involved in the cystic fibrosis gene discovery. (12) .
What is interesting to note is that while gene therapy for cystic fibrosis has failed to materialize in the 20ϩ years since the gene defect was identified, there are traditional ion channelbased drugs that target the CFTR protein in clinical trials that show promise in cystic fibrosis (18, 66) . At one level, the development of these drugs was likely facilitated by the genetic discoveries because they permitted the development of models that advanced the understanding of the biophysics and ultimately pharmacology of the defective channel. However, one is tempted to speculate, for cystic fibrosis and perhaps other diseases, that much faster therapeutic progress might have been made if traditional physiological and pharmacological approaches had been a bigger area of focus. Perhaps the optimism and drive for gene therapy was an example of what might be termed "silver bullet" thinking that I will discuss below.
REDUCTIONISM IS SEDUCTIVE
The type of reductionism that I have termed "biological orthopedic surgery" has a number of attractive features and is at some level very seductive. It is easy to understand, and when it delivers it is associated with a heroic narrative by a lone scientist or team of scientists making a fundamental discovery that solves a problem. This is the sort of silver bullet thinking mentioned above. However, it has been known for some time that both the easy to understand elements and heroic narratives associated with reductionism are mirages. In this context, when the factors that contribute to biomedical breakthroughs were subjected to analysis by Comroe and Drips (13) in the late 1960s and early 1970s via the "retrospectoscope," biomedical breakthroughs are in fact more nuanced, incremental, and associated with a more serendipitous view of progress vs. the heroic narrative of reductionism.
HEMOGLOBIN IS A SHIFTY MOLECULE
Homeostasis-the ability to regulate key bodily functions within a narrow range in response to either internal (e.g., exercise) or external (e.g., harsh environmental conditions)-is one of the fundamental (perhaps the fundamental) concept in physiology (7) . Homeostasis is also subserved by ideas about regulated systems, feedback control, redundant control mechanisms, and adaptation and acclimation over time. These physiological concepts and mechanisms contribute to what might be described as emergent properties, so that the behavior of the system is far more complex and (and likely more robust) than might be predicted on the basis of a single reductionist property (35) .
A good, and early, example of this concept comes from the textbook description about the right shift in the oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve that occurs at high altitude or during other forms of hypoxia. The standard teaching is that under these conditions there is a rise in 2-3 DPG that allosterically modifies oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve and creates a right shift that facilitates the unloading of oxygen at the tissues. However, when measurements of the oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve are made in humans who have traveled to high altitude ( Fig. 1) , under many circumstances there is in fact a net left shift in the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation curve. This left shift is facilitated by the rise in pH and fall in CO 2 caused by the hyperventilation driven by systemic hypoxia. Additionally, under some circumstances, it is driven further leftward by a fall in body temperature (68) . Furthermore, it is of interest to note that all genetically adapted high altitude animals and the human fetus in the hypoxic intrauterine environment also have left shifted oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curves, some with P50 values in the teens.
These observations make it seem likely that the main adaptive strategy is to shift the oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve to the left to facilitate the "loading" of oxygen at the lung in conditions (altitude) where oxygen availability is limited. This strategy also takes advantage of the fact that the mitochondria in the tissues can work efficiently at very low PO 2 values (and that under specific needs such as muscular exercise in hypoxia local increases in [H ϩ ] and temperature will reduce the leftward shift in muscle capillaries so that "unloading" of oxygen and tissue O 2 levels can be facilitated). It is also of note that the left shift in the oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve has been "known" since at least the 1920s. Along these lines, the sequencing of hemoglobin and the understanding of its biophysical properties was one of the earliest triumphs of what has come to be described as molecular biology (55) . However, when the interpretation of such discoveries is too narrow, key physiological insights can be missed. The 2-3 DPG story is also an excellent and early example of how physiology trumps reductionist molecular biology as multiple systems and regulatory strategies interact to regulate homeostasis for the whole organism. Fig. 1 . Oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve demonstrating a left shift among sojourners (OE) to high altitude and natives. The left shift in the oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve under these circumstances demonstrates that the combined effects of hypocapnia, increased pH, and cold override the simple effects of 2-3 DPG on the oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curve. These data are an outstanding example of the limits of single mechanism reductionism. They are also consistent with the left shift seen in many genetically adapted animals that are native to high altitude. [Reprinted from Ref. 68 , with permission from Elsevier.]
PREDICTIVE POWERS OF GENES?
In addition to gene therapy and other molecular treatments for rare diseases, reductionism also made promises about its ability to provide insight about who gets what complex disease like atherosclerosis, diabetes, hypertension, etc. As the quote below demonstrates, this idea became extremely popular after the sequencing of the human genome, and scientific funding agencies like the National Institutes of Health have invested huge sums of money in so-called "genome wide association studies" (GWAS) and other efforts to determine if a few genetic variants are harbingers of future disease in the population as a whole (10, 12, 43 (12) .
One attractive element of this paradigm was that if a few common variants explained much of the risk for disease like diabetes, then it should be possible to identify those at risk and target them for early intervention. So far, the data from many, if not most or even all of these studies, have been underwhelming (43) . First, a large number of variants seem to cause a significant increase in risk, but this increase is small compared with behavioral and environmental factors. An increased risk of several percent seems also likely to fall below what might be described as a phenotypic signal-to-noise ratio. Second, when the gene variants (single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) that have been identified via GWAS or other experimental approaches are tested in large populations, the distribution of risk SNPs is typically strikingly similar in populations with and without disease (50, 63; Fig. 2 ). Third, when so-called genetic risk scores for disease are compared with predictive algorithms based on traditional risk factors (family history, lifestyle, age, etc.), the genetic risk scores are far less predictive than traditional phenotype-based risk scores. Furthermore, addition of genetic risk elements to phenotypically based scores adds little or no additional predictive power (50, 63) . Finally, the idea that identifying prospective genetic risks for complex diseases that include a number of lifestyle and environmental factors (and increasingly even prenatal factors) is fundamentally wishful thinking, because behavioral health issues and culture play such a dominant role in determining who gets what disease when, and it is unclear if people will change their behavior in a positive way if they know prospectively they are at increased risk (24) . Paradoxically, perhaps those at reduced genetic risk would pay less attention to behavioral risks.
SUCCESS IN PHARMACOGENOMICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY
So far, this paper has offered a sharp critique of the reductionists and taken the position that they over-sold what their technology had to offer on both the individual (gene therapy) basis and also in terms of population risk and intervention. However, there have been some notable successes stemming from application of this technology and two that seem especially worthy of comment. For example, there has been success in so-called pharmacogenomics. It has been well-known for some time that there are "responders" and "non-responders" to many forms of drug therapy. In many cases, this is related to how rapidly drugs are metabolized. In the case of tamoxifen, which had a dramatic effect on the recurrence of breast cancer, individuals with decreased drug metabolism appear to be at increased risk for recurrence. This is especially important for drugs like tamoxifen, which are ingested as pro-drugs with one or more metabolites that are active (56) .
Another field where "omic" approaches have yielded dividends is anthropology. Two good examples include discoveries related to the independent development of lactase persistence into adulthood in areas of the world that were early adopters of herding (23, 34) . In this context, one can imagine that the ability to digest lactose into adulthood provided the affected individuals a significant survival advantage and thus became the dominant genotype in only a few generations. Another good example that is perhaps counterintuitive relates to the individuals who migrated to the Tibetan plateau. These individuals do not develop chronic mountain sickness even with lifelong living at 3-4,000 m of elevation. These responses contrast to the high altitude natives in the Andes Mountains, who do develop chronic mountain sickness (58, 61, 70) . Along these lines, those who migrated to the Tibetan plateau appear to have had selection pressure that favored a less functional variant of the hypoxia-inducible factor that, among other things, prevents them from developing excessive polycythemia, which plays a critical role in chronic mountain sickness.
INTERIM SUMMARY
So far, I have provided a general critique of what might broadly be termed "molecular reductionism". I have presented evidence that its failure to live up to its self-generated hype is in reality a failure to recognize larger ideas about homeostasis and regulation that are central to physiology. This includes the specific example of the idea of gene therapy for relatively common genetic disorders like cystic fibrosis and also the limited predictive power of gene variants for common diseases. The question now is whether there is some way out of this problem and a better way to use potentially powerful technologies championed by the reductionists in a biomedical context.
IS SYSTEMS BIOLOGY THE ANSWER?
One idea to address the "failure" of molecular reductionism described above is to use a new approach called systems biology. The idea is that if powerful modeling tools and other data analysis techniques could be applied to the data generated via high throughput molecular reductionism, then somehow more meaningful insights would be generated and ultimately exploited for predictive or therapeutic purposes. The rationale for systems biology comes from a sampling of the comments on www.systemsbiology.org web site (34a). To a physiologist, there are obvious problems with systems biology. The problems start with the fact that physiology has been attempting for hundreds of years to understand the integrated function of organs and whole organisms that culminated in unifying big ideas about homeostasis and regulation discussed earlier. It is also clear that the type of biology that physiologists have been interested in starting with Harvey and the circulation has been about systems and has used modeling and computational techniques (1, 32, 57) . Additionally, at this time the concept of systems biology and how it is defined remains very nebulous (52) . Is systems biology a new discipline, an approach, a collection of tools, or merely a new name for integrative physiology generated by individuals who are generally unaware that our field exists (2, 28, 34a, 36, 40, 41, 45, 57) ? Clearly physiology has provided and continues to provide insight about human disease, including insight that has led to vast therapeutic advances in recent years (37) . Perhaps, the obvious question for the advocates of the cell-centric view of systems biology is did they skip physiology as part of their course work as students?
The concerns about systems biology outlined above at some level are about definitions and perhaps intellectual ownership. However, it also seems fair to ask what the long-term outlook for cell-centric systems biology is as an approach to making sense out of the vast amounts of data that can be generated using modern "omic" technology. In this context, there are key intellectual issues related to how data elements are generated, their spatial and temporal relationships, and how many ways they might interact (Fig. 3 ) that question the very fundamental assumptions about systems biology and its reliance on "bottom up" or "hypothesis neutral" modeling (2, 6, 15, 27, 35, 36, 38, 48, 67) . It seems to me that without a narrative approach that includes hypothesis testing and key concepts like homeostasis, systems biology runs the risk of becoming scientific "Abstract Expressionism". Given the issues discussed earlier with gene therapy and GWAS approaches and the hype that surrounds systems biology, these concerns raise questions about what kind of science and scientific approaches deserve our future attention and funding (2, 24, 35) .
REDUCTIONISM STALLS PHYSIOLOGY PROGRESSES
This is not the place for a comprehensive review of the contributions of physiology to biomedical research and therapeutic progress over the last 20 -30 years. However, a few highlights that were initially seen as counterintuitive seem warranted. An obvious one is the discovery of EDRF and nitric oxide (25) . This observation, which challenged the idea of the endothelium as merely a barrier, led to the discovery of gas-based signaling mechanisms and new therapeutic targets for conditions as diverse as erectile dysfunction and pulmonary hypertension. Would gas-based signaling mechanisms have been discovered by sequencing genes? Physiology has also helped redefine the optimal strategy used during mechanical ventilation in patients with adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS; 26). This has led to abandonment of strategies associated with high airway pressures and maintenance of arterial blood gases toward so-called permissive hypercapnia, alternate forms of mechanical ventilation and pressure support. Importantly, these new strategies that emphasize the avoidance of barotrauma have been associated with significant reductions in morbidity and mortality for ARDS. While part of the conventional wisdom now, this strategy was initially seen as counterintuitive. Another example of a counterintuitive physiologically based clinical strategy was the use of beta-blockers in congestive heart failure. For many years these drugs were contraindicated in congestive heart failure (CHF) because it was felt that high sympathetic drive to the heart was required to maintain an adequate cardiac output in CHF. In reality, high sympathetic activity to the heart over time contributed to the progression of the disease and promoted a downward spiral of cardiac remodeling and reduced function (20) . Thus the use of beta-blockers along with vasodilator therapy has been revolutionary and can interrupt or slow the downward spiral noted above in patients with congestive heart failure (Fig. 4) . Again, the conventional wisdom was turned on its head and provided new insights that ultimately led to improved therapy. In the case of ARDS and congestive heart failure there has also been a two-way street between observations from clinical research conducted "at the bedside" to more fundamental observations in the laboratory.
Three other examples of more straight forward physiologically based therapeutic successes in recent years include the long story of improved outcomes for premature infants cared for in the neonatal ICU including altered ventilatory strategies, avoidance of oxygen toxicity, and surfactant therapy (9, 60) . These improved outcomes, in the littlest ICU survivors, continue to seem miraculous to individuals who care for these patients and practiced medicine or nursing prior to their use. A second example has been oral rehydration solutions that are life saving in infants and children with diarrheal disease, especially in developing countries where it is a primary and frequent cause of death (8) . Finally, in the developed world, where obesity and physical inactivity are leading to a pandemic of type 2 diabetes, physical activity (especially walking training in middle-aged people) has been proven to be highly effective in preventing, limiting, and in some cases reversing type 2 diabetes (16, 29) . Each of these therapeutic successes is based on a foundation of physiologically based experimental evidence and insights.
REDUNDANCY, FEEDBACK, AND ACCLIMATION/ADAPTATION
Why has physiology continued to contribute in the era of reductionism? Physiologists are well versed in the overall concept of homeostasis, regulation, feedback, redundancy, and acclimation/adaptation. A classic example of redundancy comes from coronary circulation where coronary vasodilation is tightly linked to myocardial oxygen demand. In this context, a number of vasodilator systems likely contribute to this response. However, pharmacological blockade of one system, or in fact multiple systems, fails to alter this fundamental relationship between coronary vasodilation and myocardial oxygen demand in most species (19, 64 ; Fig. 5 ) This suggests that multiple redundant pathways contribute to this critical physiological response so that when one is blocked or absent, oxygen supply to the heart is not threatened when demand rises.
The fundamental relationship between coronary vasodilation and myocardial oxygen demand is also an observation that has had vast therapeutic implications and explains in large part why age specific death rates for cardiovascular disease have fallen dramatically over the last 30 -40 years. There are drugs the reduce myocardial oxygen demand, mechanical therapy like stents, bypass surgery that improves myocardial oxygen delivery, and other drugs and lifestyle interventions that can affect both elements of the equation over time (30, 44) . This physiological narrative and the progress that has flowed from it is in stark contrast to the relative lack of progress against cancer where there does not seem to be a unifying physiologically based story or model that can be exploited to address the general problem of cancer.
One of the classic feedback control mechanisms in physiology is the arterial baroreflex. While barodenervated animals have relatively normal blood pressure over a given 24 h period, their blood pressure becomes much more variable (14) . The relative stability of blood pressure in the long run shows the power of redundant control via renal regulation of arterial pressure. However, for short-term adaptations, essential for things like exercise or changes in posture, feedback control Fig. 5 . Myocardial oxygen demand on the x-axis and coronary blood flow on the y-axis. Note that coronary blood flow rises in proportion to myocardial oxygen demand and that this rise is unaffected by triple inhibition of kATPϩ channels, nitric oxide synthase, and adenosine receptor s This is a classic example of the concept of physiological redundancy. This well-known phenomenon may also explain why the absence of many so-called critical genes or proteins has limited impact on overall organ or organism function. This is because so-called redundant systems are able to alter their function and "upregulate" when one or more systems is blocked. [Borrowed with permission from Ref. 64 .] Fig. 4 . Demonstration that beta-blockade can improve ventricular function (%EF) in humans with congestive heart failure over time. Standard therapy was associated with stable ventricular ejection fraction over 3 mo. By contrast, metoprolol (␤-blockade) increased ventricular ejection fraction by Ͼ50% overfrom arterial baroreflexes is essential for normal physiological responses.
An outstanding example of how humans acclimatize and adapt to physiological stress comes from studies that demonstrate that the ability of individuals to exercise in the heat can be remarkably improved by a few weeks of training in the heat (54) . This improved exercise tolerance in the heat is associated with expanded plasma volume, increased sweating, and altered thermoregulatory skin blood flow. Another outstanding example is what might be called the adaptability of insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake in skeletal muscle. These variables are extremely sensitive to exercise and changes in daily activity and seem especially relevant in the era of the physical inactivity/obesity pandemic (29, 49, 53, 65) .
Ideas about redundancy, feedback control, and acclimation/ adaptation are also why physiologists are not that surprised by the ability of various gene knockout animals to survive and thrive (33) . At some level this approach is conceptually similar to the classic denervation or high dose pharmacological blockade studies used by physiologists for generations and primarily show the power of the regulatory mechanisms highlighted above to preserve both long term phenotype and homeostasis despite the loss of one or more critical pathways or mechanisms (17) . In this context, it is not surprising the yeast can survive without 80% of their genes and the function of these genes only becomes apparent when the organism is stressed (33) . Is it too cynical to point out that knockout animals are essentially a "can't lose" experimental approach? If the knockout is lethal or leads to significant phenotypic dysfunction it is essential. If it survives then genetic or other compensatory mechanisms were upregulated to overcome the absence of the essential gene.
Physiology or physiologically based tests can also provide insight into the risk of future disease and/or predictive outcomes. For example, the blood pressure responses to common sympathoexcitatory stress can be used to define those at risk for future hypertension in a way that is potentially much more predictive than any current genetic test. Additionally, tests of autonomic function are strong predictors of outcomes in large populations of humans, and cardiorespiratory fitness is an especially good predictor of all-cause mortality.
TOOLS VS. BIG IDEAS
At some level molecular reductionism and systems biology are at existential cross roads. Are they in fact real disciplines informed by big ideas like homeostasis and regulation, or are they essentially tools and approaches that will facilitate the work of disciplines informed by bigger ideas and more importantly bigger questions and more comprehensive strategies? Based on the concepts and examples highlighted in this paper I would argue that until the vast amounts of data generated by modern "omic" techniques are put in a physiological context it will be an exercise in what Sydney Brenner has deemed "low input, high throughput, no output biology" (6) . Along these lines, I want to end on an optimistic note with examples of how physiology is making a difference by applying reductionist tools as part of a more comprehensive approach to important questions. Because the Adolph lecture is sponsored by the Exercise and Environmental Physiology section of the American Physiological Society, relevant examples from related areas will be used. In each case there seems to be an overall hypothesis and a strategy that exploits what might be called responders and non-responders to an intervention.
Britton and Koch and colleagues (39, 69) have used selective breeding strategies to develop rats with vastly different inherent aerobic endurance capacities (Fig. 6 ). These animals have been used in a variety of studies to better understand the gene environment interactions. In many instances the animals selected for low intrinsic aerobic capacity seem to be at increased risk for complex diseases like diabetes, obesity, and heart disease. Additionally, studies using these animals have begun to identify genetic and transcriptional factors and networks that explain in part this increased risk (39) .
Another example of how physiologists are using tools from the "new biology" is the HERITAGE study, which broadly seeks to understand the genetic basis for the differing physiological responses to exercise training in a large number of humans exposed to a standard protocol (3) (4) (5) . This is an excellent example of how what might be called "high resolution" physiologically based phenotyping in conjunction with genetics. This hypothesis-driven approach also includes uses Fig. 6 . Selective breeding of rats with divergent aerobic capacities. These data show that animals selected for their running capacity diverge dramatically after a few generations and is sustained for many generations. Importantly, at the same time body weight also began to diverge as did a number of risk factors for cardiometabolic disease. Phenotypic studies conducted on these animals in conjunction with more targeted forms of "omic" approaches and other types of molecular reductionism are providing new insights about gene environment interactions. These findings may also have applicability to physically active and inactive humans. The approach of Britton and Koch is a classic example of using reductionist tools in a physiological context to gain new insights with direct applicability to human health and disease. various "omic" and systems biology approaches and was initiated by physiologists before the terms genomics or systems biology existed. Additionally, like the examples from pharmacogenomics and anthropology discussed earlier, it takes advantage of the fact that there are responders and non-responders in response to a given intervention or environmental stressor.
Finally, my collaborator John Eisenach and I along with our colleagues have performed carefully controlled studies on how common genetic variants in the ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor influence a number of physiological responses and how any genotype-based differences might be influenced by dietary sodium (21, 22, 31, 59) . These studies were initiated because epidemiological evidence suggested that genetic variation in the ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor influenced blood pressure in large populations. In our studies only homozygotes for the genetic variant of interest were recruited in an effort to see the maximum potential physiological effect of the variants. Using this approach, it appears that there are genotype-specific patterns associated with increased cardiac output responses to exercise that may interact with NO-mediated ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptor peripheral vasodilation. These responses clearly link and mechanistically define how a common gene variant in a key regulatory system can influence a physiological response in humans. They may also provide physiological explanations relevant to the original epidemiological observations on blood pressure and other outcomes, including those in patients with the acute coronary syndrome (42).
SUMMARY
In this paper and in the Adolph Lecture I have highlighted some of the claims associated with molecular reductionism and more recently systems biology. In both cases I have argued that the apparent inability and/or unwillingness of the advocates of these approaches to use key concepts from physiology and ultimately use their tools in a physiological context has limited the contribution of the approaches they advocate. By contrast physiology has continued to use new tools in the service of its big ideas and also continued to provide biomedical insight and therapeutic advances. As the final examples show, it is possible to incorporate reductionist tools in a physiological context to gain broader biomedical insights. Hopefully these insights will fuel the next wave of physiologically inspired therapeutic advances.
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